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+ Abstract. A combination of density functional theory calculations, hydrogen/

deuterium exchange (HDX) reactions, ion mobility-mass spectrometry, and isotope
labeling tandem mass spectrometry was used to study gas-phase “host–guest” type
interactions of a benzyloxycarbonyl (Z)-capped proline (P) glycine (G) model dipep-
tide (i.e., Z-PG) and its various structural analogues with ND3. It is shown that in a
solvent-free environment, structural differences between protonated and alkali metal
ion (Na+, K+, or Cs+)-complexed species of Z-PG affect ND3 adduct formation.
Specifically, [Z-PG + H]+ and [Z-PG-OCH3 + H]+ formed gas-phase ND3 adducts
([Z-PG (or Z-PG-OCH3) + H + ND3]

+) but no ND3 adducts were observed for
[Z-PG + alkali metal]+ or [Z-PG + H – CO2]

+. Experimentally measured and
theoretically calculated collision cross sections (CCSs) of protonated and alkali metal ion-complexed Z-
PG species showed similar trends that agreed with the observed structural differences from molecular
modeling results. Moreover, results from theoretical ND3 affinity calculations were consistent with
experimental HDX observations, indicating a more stable ND3 adduct for [Z-PG + H]+ compared to
[Z-PG + alkali metal]+ species. Molecular modeling and experimental MS results for [Z-PG + H]+ and [Z-PG + alkali
metal]+ suggest that optimized cation–π and hydrogen bonding interactions of carbonyl groups in final products are
important for ND3 adduct formation.
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Introduction

The study of “host–guest” chemistry provides important
insights for understanding chemical interactions involved

in molecular recognition (e.g., designing drug delivery systems
[1] and enzymes [2], sensor development [3, 4], and biological
activities [5]). Gas-phase chemistry allows the study of important
noncovalent interactions in a solvent-free environment [6–11].
For example, gas-phase studies provide details about the effects
of noncovalent interactions, such as hydrogen bonding andmetal
ion complexation, on conformations ofmacromolecules [12–16].

Gas-phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) mass
spectrometry (MS) has been used extensively for structural/
conformational studies of proteins/peptides [17–20] and their
metal-complexed counterparts [21, 22]. Both HDX patterns

and extent of deuterium uptake (or exchange of labile hydro-
gens) by protonated andmetal-complexed proteins/peptides are
used for structural elucidations [22–25]. However, the presence
of possible competing reaction channels (such as gas-phase
reagent adduct formation) [26, 27] may complicate the inter-
pretation of the intended HDX reactions.

Although the mechanism(s) of gas-phase HDX reactions has
been studied extensively [17, 18, 28–30], details of potential
reagent adduct formations have not been adequately explored.
For instance, it is not clear when and how the formation of a
reagent adduct (e.g., [peptide + nH + ND3]

n+, where “n” is the
number of protons) competes with the anticipated HDX reactions.
Deciphering possible mechanisms of these competing reactions is
crucial to: (1) fill an important knowledge gap in host–guest
chemistry, (2) enhance our ability to explore structure–function
relationships, and (3) avoid misinterpretation of HDX data.

The present study was inspired by our previously observed
deuterated ammonia (ND3) adduct formation (e.g., with a Ca2+-
complexed “non-cyclic” host peptide [31]) and a recent HDX
finding that suggested the formation of ND3 adducts to be
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limited to “macrocyclic” peptide fragment ions [26]. Based
on the observed adduct formation reactions (of cyclic and
metal-complexed noncyclic peptides) and previous HDX
reports [22, 31], we believe that metal ions play important
roles in altering available HDX reaction channels and ND3

adduct formations.
Using experimental MS and ion mobility spectrometry data

and molecular modeling, we studied two aspects of gas-phase
adduct formation: (1) effects of host molecules’ structural
variations on formation of stable gas-phase adducts, and (2)
possibility of using host–guest interactions as probes for deter-
mining structural “compactness” of gas-phase ions.

We studied HDX reactions of protonated and alkali metal
(Na+, K+, and Cs+)-complexed species of a model dipeptide to
uncover structural characteristics responsible for gas-phase
HDX adduct formation in peptides. We selected a model
dipeptide (and it's analogues) that contained a glycine (G) and
a proline (P) with N-terminal benzyloxycarbonyl (Z) group
(i.e., Z-PG, Scheme 1). Propensity for metal complexation
and adduct formation, appropriate size (i.e., m/z values for
reactant and product ions), and having a suitable structure with
limited number of labile hydrogens were among the criteria for
selecting Z-PG as a model peptide. Metal-complexed Z-PG
species were used as model “compact” structures (as opposed
to a “linear” type structure for protonated Z-PG) to study the
role of structural compactness as a driving force for formation
of gas-phase ND3 adducts. In the context of data presented
here, we refer tomodel dipeptides as “host” and ND3 as “guest”
partners.

Detailed experimental results from gas-phase HDX reactions
and ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) measurements for
[Z-PG + H]+, [Z-PG + alkali metal]+, and [Z-PG + H – CO2]

+

suggest that the formation of ammonia adducts with Z-PG
species is structural/conformational-dependent. We also provide
evidence from molecular modeling of protonated and alkali
metal-complexed species of Z-PG that support our experimental
observations. Ion mobility data and MS/MS results from
collision-induced dissociation (CID) of isotopically labeled
[Z-PG (13C2,

15N) + H]+ (where “G” denotes an isotopically
labeled glycine residue with two 13C and one 15N) reveal the
importance of N-terminal Z carboxylic group in [Z-PG + H]+

for ND3 adduct formation. Based on the theoretically calculat-
ed Gibbs free energies for ND3 adduct formation reactions, it is

possible to predict which peptide structures can participate in
host–guest interactions and form stable ND3 adducts.

Experimental
Sample Preparation

Benzyloxycarbonyl-proline glycine (Z-PG), cesium chloride
(CsCl), deuterated ammonia (ND3), polypropylene glycol
(PPG), and potassium chloride (KCl), were purchased from
Sigma (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Z-PG-OCH3

was synthesized by Peptide 2.0 (Peptide 2.0 Inc., Chantilly,
VA, USA). Isotopically labeled Z-PG (where “G” denotes a
glycine residue with two 13C and one 15N) was synthesized by
Pierce Biotechnology (part of Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.,
Waltham, MA, USA). Optima grade acetic acid, methanol, and
water were purchased from Fisher Scientific (part of Thermo
Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). All chemical
reagents were used without further purification. Micromolar
concentrations of peptide samples in electrospray solvent
[methanol:water:acetic acid (49.95:49.95:0.1)] were used for
electrospray ionization (ESI)-MS experiments. The original/
commercially purchased peptide samples contained sodium
(Na+) and calcium (Ca2+) ions and there was no need for
addition of NaCl to Z-PG solutions to form sodium-
complexed species of the dipeptides. However, millimolar
concentrations of CsCl and KCl solutions were added to mi-
cromolar solutions of Z-PG to form potassium- and cesium-
complexed species. Appropriate sample volumes were used to
keep the final molar ratio of Z-PG:salt at 1:10.

[Z-PG + K]+ (m/z 345.0847) and [Z-PG + Ca – H]+ (m/z
345.0758) were differentiated based on resolving the two peaks
and mass measurement accuracy values better than 2 ppm
(which was possible in both Fourier transform-ion cyclotron
resonance (FT-ICR) MS and IM-MS experiments presented
here). Additionally, potassium- and calcium-complexed spe-
cies of Z-PG could be differentiated based on their different
collision cross section (CCS) values in IM-MS experiments
(Supporting Information, Figure S1).

FT-ICR MS All gas-phase HDX mass spectrometry data
were acquired using an IonSpec (former IonSpec Corp.—now
a division of Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA,
USA) FT-ICR mass spectrometer equipped with an open-
ended cylindrical Penning trap and a 9.4 tesla superconducting
magnet (Cryomagnetics Inc., Oak Ridge, TN, USA). An
Analytica ESI source (Analytica of Branford Inc., Branford,
CT, USA) equipped with an in-house built spraying setup was
used for ESI experiments [22]. A Harvard PHD 2000 syringe
pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA) was used for
direct infusion ESI. ESI flow rate was set to 0.3 μL min–1. ESI
voltage was set to +3 kV. Sustained off-resonance irradiation
(SORI)-CID [32] was used for ion fragmentation in the ICR
cell. Nitrogen gas (N2) was used as the collision gas in SORI-
CID experiments.
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Scheme 1. Benzyloxycarbonyl (Z)-proline (P) glycine (G).
Numbers denote positions of oxygen atoms in Z-PG
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Prior to gas-phase HDX reactions, lowest mass most abun-
dant isotopes [i.e., first carbon 12 isotopic peaks (or 12Call

peaks, abbreviated as “D0”)] of protonated and metal-
complexed Z-PG species were isolated in the ICR cell using a
stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT) technique
[33]. To keep the relevant experimental conditions (e.g., ND3

pressure and ICR cell temperature) identical, we simultaneous-
ly isolated the single isotopes of protonated and metal-
complexed species of Z-PG to conduct HDX reactions. A
pulsed-leak valve setup was used for ND3 introduction [34].
Using the “pulsed-leak” valve setup, stable ND3 pressures
(inside the vacuum chamber) could be achieved in <1 s. Re-
corded ND3 pressures were from direct readouts of a Granville-
Phillips (Helix Technology Corp., Longmont, CO, USA) dual
ion gauge controller (using series 274 Bayard-Alpert type
ionization gauge tube outputs). All reported pressures for
HDX reactions were corrected for (1) geometry factor [35],
(2) magnetic field effect [36], and (3) sensitivity factor [37]
according to a previously reported procedure [36].

IM-MS IM-MS experiments were conducted using a Waters
Synapt G2-S HDMS (Waters Corp. Manchester, UK) system
equipped with an orthogonal acceleration time-of-flight (oa-
TOF) mass spectrometer operated in high resolution “W”mode
(MassLynx 4.0, Waters Corp. Manchester, UK). For experi-
ments presented here, it was important to use the “high resolu-
tion” mode (i.e., m/Δm50% > 40,000 at m/z 300) of the Synapt
G2-S to differentiate between [Z-PG + K]+ and [Z-PG + Ca –H]+

species. The ESI flow rate and voltage were set to 0.3 μL min–1

and +3 kV, respectively. Both sampling cone and source offset
voltages were set to +25 V. N2 (~2.8 Torr) and argon (Ar) (~1.4 ×
10–2 Torr) gases were used as buffer and collision gases,
respectively. Helium (He) cell pressure was ~1.0 × 103

Torr. For experiments involving CID, ion populations of interest
were isolated in the quadrupole mass filter prior to IM separa-
tion. Subsequently, m/z-isolated species were fragmented in
either trap (pre-IM/CID) or transfer (post-IM/CID) cells.

We used a previously reported procedure by Ruotolo et al.
[38] to obtain the experimental CCS values for protonated and
alkali metal-complexed species of Z-PG. Sodium adduct species
of PPG [39] were used as calibrants for CCS calculations. To
obtain the CCS values of protonated and alkali metal-complex
Z-PG species, the peak arrival times (ATs) of both calibrants
and analytes (i.e., [Z-PG + H]+ and [Z-PG + alkali metal]+)
were recorded at a constant wave height of +35 V and wide
range of wave velocities (i.e., 800 m s–1, 900 m s–1, 1000m s–1,
1100 m s–1, 1200 m s–1). All IM measurements were repeated
in triplicate; the reported CCSs are averages of 15 trials (three
trials for each wave velocity) at the 95% confidence level.

Molecular Modeling Molecular mechanics MMX force field
in PCModel 9.3 package (Serena Software, Bloomington,
IN, USA) was used to search the conformational spaces
of [Z-PG + H]+ and [Z-PG + H + ND3]

+ and protonated
Z-PGmutants (Table 2). The 105 most stable structures (within

3 kcal mol–1 of the lowest energy structures) were selected for
further optimization using MMX force field and simulated
annealing at 298 and 1000 K. Similar energy conformers were
obtained at both examined temperatures (i.e., 298 and 1000 K)
for simulated annealing. For each analyte, the resulting low
energy conformer was further optimized using B3LYP density
functional theory (DFT) method [40]. Both [Z-PG + H]+ and
[Z-PG + H + ND3]

+ structures were subsequently optimized at
B3LYP/3-21G level and then at B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level
(Gaussian 09 software: Gaussian Inc., Wallingford, CT,
USA) [41]. Previous studies have suggested that B3LYP/3-
21G and B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) levels of theory provide excel-
lent predictions for geometry optimizations and single-point
energy calculations of protonated andmetal-complexed species
of peptides [42–45].

To optimize the geometries of alkali metal (Na+, K+, and Cs+)-
complexed Z-PG species, the proton in the PCModel optimized
geometry of protonated Z-PG was replaced with an alkali metal
cation (e.g., Na+, K+, or Cs+) [22]. Subsequently, the structures of
[Z-PG + Na]+ and [Z-PG + K]+ were optimized at B3LYP/3-21G
and then at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) levels. The geometry
of [Z-PG + Cs]+ was optimized using SDD pseudopotential
basis set [46]. No imaginary frequencies were found for the
optimized structures indicating that the optimized structures
were not at their transition states.

Theoretical CCS Calculations CCSs of the optimized geom-
etries of protonated and alkali metal-complexed species of Z-
PG (obtained from DFT calculations) were calculated using a
FORTRAN program (“Sigma”) provided by Dr. Wyttenbach
of the University of California at Santa Barbara. Ion-size scaled
Lennard-Jones (LJ) model implemented in Sigma was used for
CCS calculations [47, 48]. Temperature and CCS calculation
accuracy in Sigma were set to 298 K and 2%, respectively.

Results and Discussion
HDX of [Z-PG + H]+ and [Z-PG + Alkali Metal]+

In this section, we present MS results from HDX reactions of
protonated Z-PG and its alkali metal ion (Na+, K+, and Cs+)-
complexed counterparts with ND3. Observed divergent host–
guest chemical reactions between different Z-PG variants and
ND3 provide important details about hosts’ interaction sites.

The selected model dipeptide, Z-PG, offers a number of
advantages to carry out the intended experiments because (1)
its C-terminal G residue is conformationally the least restricted
amino acid [49]; hence, dipeptide’s flexibility can allow for-
mation of different metal complexes [22] (in contrast, proline’s
5-membered ring connecting the side chain locks its dihedral
angle at ~ –60° [50] constraining the structural variations of the
selected Z-PG to regions near glycine), (2) it is sufficiently
small to perform high-level DFT calculations and accurately
estimate experimental and theoretical CCSs for [Z-PG + H]+
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and [Z-PG + alkali metal]+ species, (3) protonated Z-PG con-
tains a manageable number of exchangeable labile hydrogens
(only three) to simplify HDX data interpretation, and (4) the Z
group in Z-PG protects its N-terminus from forming “cyclic”-
type structures [51, 52] and increases the molecular weight of
the Z-PG dipeptide to 306 Da (which is above the low mass
cut-off limit for external ion transfer of our 9.4 tesla ESI/FT-
ICR mass spectrometer [53]). Additionally, the structural ana-
logues of Z-PG (i.e., Z-GP, Z-PG-OCH3, and isotopically
labeled Z-PG) were commercially available; these Z-PG struc-
tural variants were necessary to identify the functional groups
engaged in gas-phase ND3 adduct formation of Z-PG.

Figure 1 shows the ESI/FT-ICRmass spectra ofm/z-isolated
protonated and alkali metal-complexed species of Z-PG after
5 s (top panels) and 600 s (bottom panels) HDX reaction times
with ND3 (pressure of 4.4 × 10−8 Torr).

After 5 s HDX reaction time with ND3, the ESI/FT-ICR
mass spectrum of [Z-PG + H]+ (Figure 1a, top) shows the
presence of both deuterium uptake and ND3 adduct products
(peak cluster labeled with roman numbers in Figure 1a, top).
Based on an estimated ion-molecule collision frequency [54] of
~1.0 collision/s at PND3 ≈ 4.4 × 10−8 Torr (using ND3 polarizabil-
ity of αND3 = 1.7 Å3) [36], HDX reaction between [Z-PG + H]+

and ND3 proceeds at near-collision rate [54]. Possibility of HDX
reactions involvingmore than one H/D exchange per collision has
been reported previously [17], which may explain the high rate of
HDX for [Z-PG + H]+ [exchange of all three available labile

hydrogens of [Z-PG + H]+ in only 5 s (Figure 1a, top)]. The
observed near collision rate HDX for the reaction be-
tween [Z-PG + H]+ and ND3 might also be explained by
considering the (1) consumption of D0 ion population in
two parallel reactions including “normal” HDX and ND3

adduct formation, and (2) formation of long-lived gas-
phase ND3 adducts, which could increase the probability
of deuterium transfer from ND3 to [Z-PG + H]+; subse-
quent dissociation of [Z-PG + H + ND3]

+ and its deu-
terated ion population (in the time scale of FT-ICR
measurements) can contribute to the observed HDX rate
of [Z-PG + H]+ species. However, formation of stable
ND3 adducts may preclude direct characterization of the precur-
sor peptide ions in conventional gas-phase studies that aim to
measure the number of HDX sites or kinetics of HDX reactions.

Under an identical number of gas-phase ion-molecule colli-
sions, alkali metal-complexed (Na+, K+, or Cs+) species of Z-PG
did not form any ND3 adducts (Figures 1c and d) and only
showed deuterium uptake (Figure 1b to d) with reduced numbers
of deuterium exchanges (e.g., only one compared with up to
three for [Z-PG + H]+). For instance, as shown in Figure 1a
(top), the peak cluster atm/z range of 327 to 330 contains signals
for ND3 adduct of [Z-PG + H]+; protonated Z-PG has three
labile hydrogens and both [Z-PG + H]+ and [Z-PG + H + ND3]

+

exchange up to three of their labile hydrogens (i.e.,
peaks labeled as “D3” and “V” in Figure 1a). In contrast,
[Z-PG + Na]+, [Z-PG + K]+, and [Z-PG + Cs]+ species show
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Figure 1. Expanded view ESI/FT-ICRmass spectra of SWIFT-isolated D0 ion populations of [Z-PG +H]+, [Z-PG +Na]+, [Z-PG +K]+,
and [Z-PG + Cs]+ after 5 s (top) and 600 s (bottom) HDX reaction time with ND3 (at PND3 ≈ 4.4 × 10−8 Torr). Dn (n = 0 to 3) denotes the
number of deuterium atom(s) incorporated in each of the Z-PG species. Roman numerals on top of the peaks in (a) and (b) designate
the identities of ND3 adduct species of [Z-PG +H]+: I ≡ [D0 + ND2H]

+ (m/z 326); II ≡ [D0 + ND3]
+ (m/z 327); III ≡ [D1 + ND3]

+ (m/z 328); IV ≡
[D2 + ND3]

+ (m/z 329); V ≡ [D3 + ND3]
+ (m/z 330, fully exchanged ND3 adduct). Arrows in (c) and (d) point to the expectedm/z values for

ND3 adducts of [Z-PG + Na]+ (panel c), [Z-PG + K]+ (panel c), and [Z-PG + Cs]+ (panel d) (which were not observed in these HDX
experiments)
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only one deuterium uptake (for each) out of their two available
labile hydrogens. Observation of the ND3 adducts of Z-PG at
both ~1 s (data not shown) and 600 s (Figure 1, bottom) HDX
reaction times (under identical ND3 pressure of 4.4 × 10−8

Torr) suggests that collisional cooling does not enhance stabil-
ity of the adduct products significantly. Species corresponding
to competing HDX reaction channels (i.e., product ions labeled
as peak “I” at m/z 326, and labeled as [D0 + ND2H]

+

where D0 ≡ [Z-PG +H]+) are also observed in the region showing
ND3 adducts of protonated Z-PG (Figure 1a, top and bottom). The
following two reaction channels can yield the competing HDX
products observed in Figure 1a: [D0 + ND3]

+ + H2O (residual
background neutral water molecules present in the vacuum
chamber) → [D0 + ND2H]

+ + DHO and/or [D0]
+ + ND2H

(impurities present in ND3 neutral reagent) → [D0 + ND2H]
+.

It has been suggested that similarity between gas-phase
basicities (GBs) of the collision partners in HDX may favor
the formation of gas-phase adducts [27]. Although, the GB
similarity of host and guest partners may play a role in forma-
tion of stable gas-phase adducts, GB similarity is not “the key
factor” for gas-phase reagent adduct formation. For instance,
theoretically calculated GBs for ND3 (~198 kcal mol–1) and
non-zwitterionic structure [Z-PG + H]+ (~209 kcal mol–1) are
not similar; however, experimental HDX MS data show the
presence of [Z-PG + H + ND3]

+.
Observation of adduct formation in HDX reactions of non-

cyclic [Z-PG + H]+ with ND3 indicates that in contrast to an
earlier suggestion [26], gas-phase adduct formation may not be
a suitable probe to differentiate between “linear”- and “macro-
cyclic”-type structures (i.e., both “linear” and “cyclic” ions
tend to form ND3 adducts). Therefore, other structural charac-
teristics might be important for formation of stable host–guest
interactions.

The observed smaller numbers of deuterium uptakes
for [Z-PG + alkali metal]+ (Figure 1b to d, top) compared with
[Z-PG + H]+ (Figure 1a, top) imply that alkali metal-complexed
species of Z-PG adopt more compact structures (i.e., their labile
hydrogens are more “protected”) than their original protonated
counterparts. This inference about size variations of protonated
and alkali metal complexes of Z-PG (viz., for Na+ and K+) is
consistent with experimentally measured CCSs from IM-MS
data and molecular modeling results (both discussed in the
following sections). Therefore, structural compactness is not
the only determining factor for gas-phase reagent adduct forma-
tion; in other words, other structural factors (e.g., functional
group orientation and availability) must be involved in stabiliz-
ing gas-phase ND3 adducts.

It is worth noting that reaction trends for formation of
the gas-phase ND3 adducts of Z-PG and Z-GP (i.e., a Z-
capped dipeptide with reverse amino acid sequence com-
pared with Z-PG) were similar. For instance, similar to
Z-PG, HDX reaction of protonated Z-GP with ND3 also
produced ND3 adducts. Also, similar to Z-PG, no ND3

adducts were formed with [Z-GP + Na, or K, or Cs]+ species
(Supporting Information, Figure S2). Experimental data and
theoretical calculations presented in the following sections

were designed to identify pertinent functional groups in Z-PG
species involved in gas-phase adduct formation.

Theoretically Optimized Geometries
of [Z-PG + H]+ and [Z-PG + Alkali Metal]+

To study themechanism of neutral reagent adduct formationwith
[Z-PG +H]+ uponHDX reaction, and to better interpret the HDX
mass spectral patterns in Figure 1, we used DFT calculations and
optimized the three-dimensional (3D) geometries of protonated
Z-PG and its alkali metal-complexed and ND3 adduct counter-
parts. Figure 2 shows the lowest energy 3D geometries
of [Z-PG + H]+ (panel a), [Z-PG + Na]+ (panel b), [Z-PG + K]+

(panel c), [Z-PG + Cs]+ (panel d), and [Z-PG + H + ND3]
+

(panel e). For all of the Z-PG species in Figure 2, their respec-
tive charge-solvated structures [55] were the most stable (low-
est energy) geometries.

Theoretically optimized geometries in Figure 2 show a sig-
nificantly different conformation for protonated Z-PG and its
alkali metal-complexed species. For instance, as shown in
Figure 2a, [Z-PG + H]+ adopts an open conformation and its
C-terminus is not involved in hydrogen bonding. In contrast,
alkali metal-complexed species of Z-PG adopt compact confor-
mations and carbonyl oxygen (O) atoms of glycine and proline
residues and Z group ester-type O atom are involved in alkali
metal complexation (Figure 2b to d). Observations from molec-
ular modeling in Figure 2 (i.e., presence of more open confor-
mation for [Z-PG + H]+ compared with [Z-PG + alkali metal]+)
are consistent with the HDX data presented in Figure 1 (top
panels) [i.e., occurrence of a larger number of deuterium uptake
for [Z-PG + H]+ (Figure 1a, top) compared with [Z-PG + alkali
metal]+ (Figure 1b to d, top)].

These observations are consistent with the previous
reports that suggested the presence of a multi-dentate interac-
tions [22] between alkali metal ions and peptides [22, 55–57].
Optimized geometries in Figure 2 show a tighter complexation
for [Z-PG + Na]+ than [Z-PG + K]+ and [Z-PG + Cs]+ as is
evident from shorter coordination bond distances (d1 to d3 in
Figure 2b to d) between Z-PG carbonyl oxygen atoms and Na+

in [Z-PG + Na]+. Figure 2e shows the 3D geometry of the most
stable candidate structure for [Z-PG + H + ND3]

+ in which
three “host” carbonyl oxygen atoms (from P and G amino acids
and Z group) are involved in hydrogen bonding with D atoms
of “guest” ND3.

At the first glance, it would seem that the Z carboxylic group,
proline carbonyl oxygen, and C-terminal glycine carboxylic
group are responsible for stabilizing [Z-PG + H + ND3]

+ as
these functional groups are involved in metal complexation in
[Z-PG + alkali metal]+ (Figure 2b to d). For example, as shown
in Figure 2e, availability of these three acceptor carbonyl oxygen
atoms maximizes the number and effectiveness (d1, d2, and d3 <
1.9 Å) of hydrogen bonds with ND3. However, as discussed in
the upcoming sections, our experimental MS data and
theoretical calculations suggest that ND3 adduct forma-
tion of Z-PG species depends on Z-PG conformational
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changes, which result in stabilization of the final ND3

adduct products.

IM-MS of [Z-PG+H]+ and [Z-PG+ Alkali Metal]+

We used IM-MS to measure CCSs of protonated and alkali
metal-complexed species of Z-PG. Experimentally obtained
CCSs were correlated with the optimized 3D geometries from
molecular modeling (Figure 2).

The IM profiles of each of the [Z-PG + H]+, [Z-PG + Na]+,
[Z-PG + K]+, and [Z-PG + Cs]+ species (acquired using a
Synapt G2-S HDMS system) showed a Gaussian-like AT
distribution (data not shown), suggesting the presence of a
single set of conformations for each species [22, 58]. We also
used a previously reported post-IM/CID-chemometric

approach to examine the presence of potential IM overlapped
conformers [59]. Results from post-IM/CID-chemometric
studies further confirmed the absence of resolvable multiple
IM overlapped conformers for any of the protonated Z-PG and
[Z-PG + alkali metal]+ species. The peak AT values of all Z-PG
species, under the IM experimental conditions described in the
Experimental section, are provided in Table 1, second column.
For meaningful comparisons, we converted the measured ion
mobility ATs to CCSs (Table 1) using a previously reported
procedure [38] (see Experimental section for more details).

Table 1, third column, contains a summary of the experimen-
tally measured average CCS values for protonated and alkali
metal-complexed Z-PG species. Based on the IM data, the fol-
lowing increasing order was observed for CCSs of Z-PG species:
[Z-PG + Na]+< [Z-PG + K]+< [Z-PG + Cs]+ ≈ [Z-PG + H]+.
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Figure 2. Optimized geometries of (a) [Z-PG + H]+, (b) [Z-PG + Na]+, (c) [Z-PG + K]+, (d) [Z-PG + Cs]+, and (e) [Z-PG + H + ND3]
+.

Carbon and hydrogen atoms are shown in dark grey and light grey colors, respectively. Nitrogen (in blue) and oxygen (in red) atoms
are labeled as “N” and “O”, respectively. Total energy (Etot) for each structure is provided in Hartree (h). Sum of the electronic and
thermal free energies for Z-PG, Na+, K+, Cs+, and ND3 are included in Table S1
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These IM-MS results for CCS measurements are also consistent
with the observed HDX mass spectral patterns in Figure 1 and
suggest the presence of more compact structures for alkali metal-
complexed species of Z-PG than their protonated counterpart.
Experimentally measured CCSs in Table 1 suggest that smaller-
size alkali metal ions bind tighter to Z-PG than larger size alkali
metal ions. For instance, based on the experimental IM data,
addition of Na+ (rion = 0.97 Å) [60] to Z-PG reduces its average
CCS by 6% (from ~120.84 Å2 for [Z-PG + H]+ to ~113.23 Å2

for [Z-PG + Na]+). Based on the calculated CCS values from
multiple (n = 15) IM experiments, addition of Cs+ (rion = 1.67 Å)
[60] to Z-PG does not result in a statistically different average
CCS value (at the 95% confidence level and using student’s case
II t-test for n1 = n2 = 15 = number of replicate IM measure-
ments). However, molecular modeling results (Figures 2a and d)
suggest that [Z-PG + Cs]+ adopts a more compact structure than
[Z-PG + H]+ but the larger size of Cs+ (rion = 1.67 Å) increases
the overall CCS value of [Z-PG + Cs]+.

We also compared the CCS values of protonated and alkali
metal-complexed Z-PG species obtained from IM-MS mea-
surements with those calculated from theoretically optimized
candidate structures using DFT calculations. Table 1, fourth
column, contains the theoretically calculated CCS values for Z-
PG species. CCS values from 40 lowest energy optimized
structures for each Z-PG species were used to calculate the
theoretical average CCS values in Table 1 (column 4) (i.e.,
average of 40 CCS values for each Z-PG species).

The experimental and theoretical (Table 1, columns 3 and 4)
CCSs of Z-PG species qualitatively agree with relative differ-
ence of <4%, consistent with the previously reported criterion
for assigning structural geometries using IM [47]. Theoretical
calculations also suggest similar (at the 95% confidence level)
CCSs for [Z-PG + H]+ and [Z-PG + Cs]+. Experimental mea-
surements and theoretical calculations of CCS are consistent
and support the view that the addition of alkali metal ion
introduces multi-dentate type bonding between alkali metals
(viz., Na+, K+, and Cs+) and the Z-PG dipeptide.

HDX and IM-MS of [Z-PG + H – CO2]
+ Detailed inspection

of the optimized structures in Figure 2 suggests that stable
gas-phase ND3 adduct formation with Z-PG species de-
pends on the availability of backbone carbonyl groups from
proline and glycine amino acids and benzyloxycarbonyl’s ester
group. To test this hypothesis, we conducted HDX experiments

on [Z-PG + H – CO2]
+ (m/z 263) generated from SORI-CID of

m/z-isolated (D0) [Z-PG + H]+ (m/z 307) in the ICR cell.
Figure 3a shows the ESI/FT-ICRmass spectrum of [Z-PG +

H – CO2]
+ after ~600 s HDX reaction time with ND3 (pressure

~4.4 × 10−8 Torr). Under identical experimental conditions as
in Figure 1, bottom (e.g., number of ion-molecule collisions),
[Z-PG +H –CO2]

+ exchanged two of its three labile hydrogens
with ND3. However, unlike the [Z-PG + H]+, which
formed HDX reagent adducts, no ND3 adduct was observed
for [Z-PG + H – CO2]

+ (Figure 3a).
Comparison of the HDX mass spectral results (from FT-

ICR MS experiments) in Figures 1 bottom (panel a) and 3a
suggests that loss of carboxylic group from [Z-PG +H]+ makes
the formation of ND3 adduct with [Z-PG + H]+ unfavorable.
However, there are two possible positions for the loss of CO2

from [Z-PG + H]+: (i) carboxylic group from C-terminal gly-
cine, or (ii) N-terminal benzyloxycarbonyl (Z) group (i.e., ester
CO2 in Scheme 1). Because both CO2 loss products from
pathways i and ii have identical m/z values (263.1390), MS
alone cannot be used to distinguish them. Therefore, we
attempted to use IM and CID to differentiate between the two
CO2 loss products of [Z-PG + H]+.

Figure 3b shows the IM profile of m/z-isolated
[Z-PG + H – CO2]

+ generated from CID of [Z-PG + H]+ in the
Z-Spray ESI source of a Synapt G2-S. The bi-Gaussian IM

Table 1. Arrival Time Values, Experimental, and Theoretical Average Collision Cross Sections (CCSs), and Theoretically Calculated ND3 Affinities of Z-PG
Species

Z-PG Species Arrival time (ms)a Experimental CCSHe (Å
2)b Theoretical CCSHe (Å

2)b Theoretical ND3 affinity (kcal mol–1)

[Z-PG + H]+ 05.90 120.84 (±0.73) 116.99 (±0.26) +44.15
[Z-PG + Na]+ 05.35 113.23 (±0.48) 110.06 (±0.20) +09.10
[Z-PG + K]+ 05.74 117.18 (±0.81) 112.92 (±0.17) –01.99
[Z-PG + Cs]+ 06.04 120.72 (±0.48) 116.48 (±0.31) +03.10

aArrival time values were recorded using a wave velocity of 1000 m/s. Other IM parameters are given in the Experimental section
bErrors for CCS values at 95% confidence level (n = 15 for experimental and n = 40 for theoretical) are included in parentheses

260 270 280 290
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D2

D1
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[Z-PG + H - CO2]

+

4 5 6 7
Arrival Time (ms)

(b) IM Profile of
[Z-PG + H - CO2]

+

No ND3
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Figure 3. (a) ESI/FT-ICR mass spectrum of [Z-PG + H – CO2]
+

after 600 s HDX reaction time with ND3 (at PND3 ≈ 4.4 × 10−8

Torr). Dn (n = 1 and 2) denotes the number of deuterium atom(s)
incorporated in [Z-PG + H –CO2]

+. (b) Synapt G2-S ion mobility
profile of [Z-PG + H –CO2]

+. The two vertical dash lines in panel
b show arrival time positions for the presumed two [Z-PG + H –
CO2]

+ conformers
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profile peak shape in Figure 3b could be used to ratio-
nalize that neutral CO2 is lost from both glycine and the Z
group in [Z-PG + H]+. However, it can also be hypothesized
that [Z-PG + H – CO2]

+ is the product of CO2 loss from
either glycine or Z group alone but adopts two different
conformations/structures, which can be separated in IM cell.
We were expecting to observe significantly different CID
fragment ion types for the two IM overlapping [Z-PG+H –CO2]

+

species. To test this hypothesis, we performed post-IM/CID MS
experiments on [Z-PG + H – CO2]

+. Although the IM profile for
[Z-PG + H – CO2]

+ showed two overlapping AT distributions
(Figure 3b), their deconvoluted CID mass spectra (Supporting
Information, Figure S3) showed identical fragment ions with
notable differences in their relative abundances. These unexpected
CID results for the two IM-overlapped [Z-PG +H –CO2]

+ species
suggested that CO2 was indeed lost from a single site and
prompted us to perform isotope labeling MS experiments to
identify the site(s) of CO2 losses.

Figure 4a shows the Synapt G2-S CID mass spectrum of
isotopically labeled [Z-PG +H]+ (m/z 310). Underline in “G” is
used to depict a C-terminal glycine that contains two 13C and
one 15N isotopes. To acquire the CID mass spectrum in
Figure 4a, isotopic envelope from m/z 310 to 311 (which
included both major (12C13

13C2 H19 O5 N 15N) and minor
(12C12

13C3 H19 O5 N 15N) isotopes of [Z-PG + H]+) was
mass-isolated. The isolated two isotopes atm/z 310 and 311 were
subjected to CID in the Synapt G2-S trap cell by setting the
potential difference between the trap cell exit and IM cell en-
trance to 14 V. If CO2 could be lost from both C-terminal glycine
and N-terminal Z group of [Z-PG + H]+, one would expect to
observe two major peaks at m/z 265 ([Z-PG + H – 13CO2]

+) and
266 ([Z-PG + H – 12CO2]

+) in the CID mass spectrum
of [Z-PG + H]+. However, as shown in Figure 4a, CID mass
spectrum of [Z-PG +H]+ showed only the loss of 12CO2 and no
13CO2 loss (i.e., no fragment ion corresponding to
[Z-PG + H – 13CO2]

+) was observed atm/z 265. Figure 4b shows

the IM profile of [Z-PG + H – CO2]
+. Consistent with the view

that the original CO2 loss from Z-PG was from a single site and
similar to the IM profile for [Z-PG + H – CO2]

+ (Figure 3b), two
ion populations were observed for [Z-PG + H – CO2]

+

(Figure 4b). Combination of the isotope labeling MS/MS, IMS,
and HDX data confirmed that the observed CO2 loss in Z-PGwas
indeed from the internal carboxylic group of benzyloxycarbonyl
(Z) and not the carboxylic end of glycine. Hence, experimental
findings were consistent with the theoretically predicted
host–guest interaction sites in the optimized structure of
[Z-PG + H + ND3]

+ shown in Figure 2e. The absence of stable
ND3 adduct with [Z-PG + H – CO2]

+ (in Figure 3a) is ex-
plained by loss of interaction between ND3 and carbonyl
functional group of Z-PG benzyloxycarbonyl (Z).

HDX of [Z-PG-OCH3 + H]+ C-terminal glycine amino acid
in Z-PG contains both carbonyl and hydroxyl oxygen atoms;
either or both functional groups could be involved in ND3

adduct formation. To determine whether the presence of gly-
cine hydroxyl group is important for Z-PG gas-phase adduct
formation or not, we conducted HDX reactions onm/z-isolated
species of [Z-PG-OCH3 + H]+ (m/z 321). In Z-PG-OCH3,
carbonyl from G is still available to participate in a host–guest
type interaction but the hydrogen atom attached to glycine
hydroxyl group (–OH) is replaced with a CH3 group, which
can interrupt the hydrogen bonding between ND3 and glycine
hydroxyl group in Z-PG.

Figure 5 shows the ESI/FT-ICR mass spectrum of proton-
ated and metal-complexed Z-PG-OCH3 species after 600 s
HDX reaction time with ND3 (pressure ~4.4 × 10−8 Torr).
Similar to [Z-PG + H]+ (Figure 1a, bottom), HDX mass spec-
trum of [Z-PG-OCH3 + H]+ showed the presence of both
deuterium uptake and ND3 adducts. Mass spectrum in Figure 5
(left panel) shows the presence of one deuterium uptake in
[Z-PG-OCH3 + H]+ (peak labeled as D1 in Figure 5) and up
to one deuterium uptake in [Z-PG-OCH3 + H + ND3]

+ (peak

(b) IM Profile of
[Z-PG + H - CO2]

+

4 5 6 7
Arrival Time (ms)

Isolation(a) ESI MS [Z-PG + H]+ CID Fragments

100 200 300
m/z

[Z-PG + H]+[Z-PG + H - (CO2)]
+

262 264 266 268
m/z

*

Figure 4. Synapt G2-S data for (a) CID mass spectrum of m/z-isolated [Z-PG + H]+ [isotopic distribution range from m/z 310 (12C13
13C2 H19 O5 N

15N) to m/z 311 (12C12
13C3 H19 O5 N

15N)], and (b) IM profile of [Z-PG + H – CO2]
+. “G” in Z-PG contains two labeled

carbon 13 (13C2) isotopes and one labeled nitrogen fifteen (15N1) isotope. Inset in panel a shows the expanded view of m/z range
between 262 to 268 (encompassing the m/z range for loss of carbon dioxide from [Z-PG + H]+). Peak at m/z 267 (labeled with star
symbol “*”) in panel a inset corresponds to natural 13C isotope of [Z-PG + H – (CO2)]

+. The two vertical dash lines in panel b show
arrival time positions for the presumed two [Z-PG + H – CO2]

+ conformers
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labeled as “IV” in Figure 5, left panel). No ND3 adduct was
observed for alkali metal (Na+, K+, and Cs+)-complexed spe-
cies of Z-PG-OCH3 (Figure 5, middle and right panels).

Results in Figure 5 suggest that C-terminal glycine hydroxyl
group is not involved in ND3 adduct formation with Z-PG. HDX
results in Figure 5 are consistent with the molecular modeling
data in Figure 2e, suggesting that the O atom from glycine’s
carbonyl group is engaged in hydrogen bonding with ND3.

Theoretical ND3 Affinities of Z-PG Species Experimental and the-
oretical results discussed in previous sections suggest that the pres-
ence of all three Z-PG carbonyl groups is necessary for ND3 adduct
formation. The presence or absence of these carbonyl groups may
influence ND3 affinity of Z-PG species. To further explain the
observed differences in ND3 adduct formation of Z-PG species,
we calculated ND3 affinities of [Z-PG + H]+ and [Z-PG + alkali
metal]+. The adduct formation of Z-PG species can be de-
scribed by the following reaction:

Z�PGþ X½ �þ gð Þ þ ND3 gð Þ→ Z�PGþ Xþ ND3½ �þ gð Þ
X ¼ Hþ; Naþ; Kþ; or Csþ

ðReaction 1Þ
where “g” denotes a gas-phase species. Change in standard
Gibbs free energy (ΔG) of reaction 1 was calculated according
to Equation 1:

ΔG298 ¼
X

ε0 þ Gcorrð Þproduct−
X

ε0 þ Gcorrð Þreactants
ðEquation 1Þ

where “ΔG298” denotes the change in standard Gibbs free
energy of Reaction 1 at 298 K and “(ε0 + Gcorr)” denotes sum
of the electronic (ε0) and corrected (for temperature of 298 K)
thermal free energies. Values of (ε0 + Gcorr) (Table S1) were
directly extracted from Gaussian 09 [41] output files of the
reactants and products with optimized geometries (see Molec-
ular Modeling section). In here (and Tables 1 and 2), negatives
of the calculated “ΔG298” values (i.e., -ΔG298) for the reaction
of Z-PG species with ND3 are referred to as “ND3 affinity”
values.

Table 1, column 5, contains the calculated ND3 affinities (in
kcal mol–1) for each of the Z-PG species. Comparison of ND3

affinities of Z-PG species in Table 1 suggests that [Z-PG + H]+

has the highest affinity (+44.15 kcal mol–1) to form ND3

adducts (as compared to any of the [Z-PG + alkali metal]+

species). Calculated ND3 affinities in Table 1 (column 5) are
consistent with the experimental observations in Figure 1, sug-
gesting the presence of stable ND3 adducts for [Z-PG + H]+.
Moreover, as a predictive model, theoretically calculated ND3

affinities for [Z-PG + H]+ and [Z-GP + H]+ suggest that ND3

adduct formation for [Z-PG + H]+ should be more favorable
(ΔΔG298 ~ –16 kcal mol–1). Experimental results from 25 s
HDX reaction time with ND3 confirmed this theoretical pre-
diction; for example, the observed ratio of (Σadducts/
Σprotonated dipeptide) was 14.7 and 2.5 for [Z-PG + H]+ and
[Z-GP + H]+, respectively (Supporting Information,
Figure S4). Theoretically calculated ND3 affinities in Table 1
suggest that adduct formations of [Z-PG + Na]+ (ND3 affinity,
+09.10 kcal mol–1) and [Z-PG + Cs]+ (ND3 affinity,
+03.10 kcal mol–1) with ND3 are thermodynamically possible.
However, neither [Z-PG + Na + ND3]

+ nor [Z-PG + Cs + ND3]
+

are observed (presumably dissociate to lose their guest ND3) in
time scale of FT-ICR MS experiment.

We also conducted ab initio molecular modeling calcula-
tions (MP2, 6-31+G(d,p) basis set) for [Z-PG + H or alkali
metal]+ and [Z-PG + H or alkali metal + ND3]

+. Theoretically
calculated ND3 affinities of Z-PG species using ab initio were
thermodynamically higher than ND3 affinities obtained using
DFT (Table 1, column 5). For example, theoretically calculated
ND3 affinities of [Z-PG + H]+, [Z-PG + Na]+, and [Z-PG + K]+

from ab initio were +58.22 kcal mol–1, +19.70 kcal mol–1, and
+7.66 kcal mol–1, respectively. Nevertheless, these higher-level
theoretical calculations revealed a similar trend for ND3

affinities of Z-PG species (i.e., Table 1, ND3 affinity of
[Z-PG + H]+ > ND3 affinity of [Z-PG + alkali metal]+).

Which Z-PG Functional Group(s) Are Important for Stable
ND3 Adduct Formation? Experimental and theoretical results
presented in Figures 2, 3, and 4 show that Z group carbonyl O
atom is among the important functional groups involved in
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Figure 5. ESI/FT-ICR mass spectra of m/z-isolated (D0) (left) [Z-PG-OMe + H]+, (middle) [Z-PG-OMe + Na]+, (middle) [Z-PG-OMe +
K]+, and (right) [Z-PG-OMe + Cs]+ after 600 s reaction time with ND3 (at PND3 ≈ 4.4 × 10−8 Torr). I ≡ [D0 + NDH2]
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formation of stable ND3 adducts with Z-PG. Additionally, data
from molecular modeling in Figure 2 suggest that carbonyl
groups from glycine and proline in [Z-PG + H]+ are also
involved in ND3 adduct formation. Questions remain whether
(1) the presence of proline and glycine carbonyl groups, and (2)
remote cation–π interaction(s) with Z group phenyl ring
in Z-PG, are important in stabilization of ND3 adducts; if
so, how significant are these interactions for stabilization
of [Z-PG + H + ND3]

+.
One approach for ranking the importance of Z-PG function-

al groups in ND3 adduct formation is to synthesize Z-PG
mutants in which Z-PG carbonyl oxygen atoms (or phenyl
ring) are replaced with methyl (CH3) groups (or cyclohexyl
ring). Protonated species of Z-PG mutants can then be subject-
ed to HDX reactions with ND3 and the resulting HDX mass
spectra can be inspected for the presence or absence of ND3

adducts. Another approach is to use theoretical ND3 affinities
(similar to data presented in the previous section) of the Z-PG
mutants and quantify the importance of a specific functional
group in ND3 adduct formation.

Here, we used the second approach and generated a set of Z-
PG mutants in which we substituted carbonyl oxygen atoms
and Z group phenyl ring with CH3 and cyclohexane, respec-
tively (Table 2, column 2). We then optimized 3D geometries
of protonated Z-PG mutants and their corresponding ND3

adducts. ND3 affinities were calculated according to Reaction 1
and Equation 1. Methyl group with a van der Waals
radius of ~1.7 Å (estimated from a van der Waals volume of
13.67 cm3/mol) [61] has a comparable size to O atom (van der
Waals radius of ~1.4 Å) [61]. Substitutions of carbonyl O
atoms of Z-PG with CH3 interrupt the hydrogen bonding
interactions of ND3 with carbonyl O (without a significant
effect on steric hindrance).

Table 2 summarizes the theoretically calculated ND3 affin-
ities for various Z-PG mutants. Rows 1 to 3 in Table 2 contain
ND3 affinities for Z-PG mutants with one carbonyl O atom(s)
replaced with CH3 (numbers in O (2) to O (5) correspond to
oxygen atom labeling indicated in Scheme 1). As a reference,
Table 2 (row 4) also contains ND3 affinity of a protonated Z-
PG mutant in which all three carbonyl O atoms are replaced
with CH3. Row 5 of Table 2 contains ND3 affinity of a
protonated Z-PG mutant with its phenyl ring replaced with
cyclohexyl ring. For comparison purposes, ΔND3 affinities of

Z-PGmutants {defined as ND3 affinity (Mutant) –ND3 affinity
([Z-PG + H]+)} are also included in Table 2, column 4. A
negative sign for ΔND3 affinity indicates a less stable ND3

adduct for mutant as compared with [Z-PG + H]+ and vice
versa.

Data in Table 2 suggest that all protonated Z-PGmutants form
less stable ND3 adduct products (compared with [Z-PG + H]+),
except for mutant 3 (i.e., substitution of glycine carbonyl O with
CH3). Among the three single O atom substitutions (mutants 1 to
3, Table 2), substitution of Z group carbonyl O atom with CH3

(mutant 1 in Table 2) had the highest influence on reducing the
stability of the Z-PG adducts (with ND3). For example, substitu-
tion of Z group carbonyl O atom with CH3 decreased the ND3

affinity (Table 2, column 4) of protonated Z-PG by
31.99 kcal mol–1. Reduction in theoretical ND3 affinity of Z-PG
mutant 1 (Table 2) (compared with [Z-PG + H]+) is consistent
with the absence of ND3 adducts for [Z-PG + H – CO2]

+ in
Figure 4.

As expected, substitution of three Z-PG carbonyl O atoms
with CH3 (mutant 4 in Table 2) resulted in a thermodynami-
cally unfavorable ND3 adduct product (ND3 affinity of
–07.78 kcal mol–1). Significant loss (by 51.93 kcal mol–1) of
ND3 affinity for mutant 4 (compared with [Z-PG + H]+) can be
explained by interruption of favorable hydrogen bonding inter-
actions of ND3 with Z-PG carbonyl O atoms.

It has been shown that side chains of aromatic amino acids
(e.g., phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan) contribute to
stabilization of metal ion-complexed peptides through cation–π
interactions [12, 62, 63]. Presence of Z group phenyl aromatic ring
(cation–π interactions) may also contribute to the stabilization of
“guest” (ND3) and “host” (Z-PG) interactions. To evaluate the
effect of π interactions on the formation of [Z-PG + H + ND3]

+,
we calculated ND3 affinity for a Z-PG mutant in which the Z
group phenyl ring in original Z-PG was replaced with
cyclohexyl ring (i.e., mutant 5, Table 2). Theoretical ND3 affinity
of mutant 5 was +25.93 kcal mol–1 (i.e., 18.22 kcal mol–1 lower
ND3 affinity compared with [Z-PG + H]+) suggesting that
cation–π interactions play important roles in stabilization of the
final [Z-PG + H + ND3]

+ product.
Based on the experimental HDX data for Z-PG variants (e.g.,

Figures 1, 5, and S3) and theoretical ND3 affinities provided in
Table 1 (as well as ND3 affinities of +27.92 kcal mol–1 and
+28.15 kcal mol–1 for [Z-PG-OCH3 + H]+ and [Z-GP + H]+,
respectively), we predict the observation of ND3 adduct for
mutants 2, 3, and 5 (Table 2) in HDX reactions.

Conclusions
Theoretical and experimental approaches were used to
investigate adduct formations in HDX reactions of pro-
tonated and metal-complexed Z-PG (and Z-GP) gas-
phase ions with ND3. Reactions of ND3 with “linear”
protonated Z-PG (and Z-GP) yielded gas-phase adducts
but such adducts were not observed with “compact”

Table 2. Theoretically Calculated ND3 Affinities for Protonated Z-PGMutants

Mutant
number

Mutant typea ND3 affinity
(kcal mol–1)

ΔND3 affinity
b

(kcal mol–1)

1 O (2) → CH3 +12.16 –31.99
2 O (3) → CH3 +37.01 –07.14
3 O (4) → CH3 +53.31 +09.16
4 O (2) → CH3

O (3) → CH3

O (4) → CH3

–07.78 –51.93

5 Phenyl ring→ cyclohexyl ring +25.93 –18.22

a“x” numbers in O (x) refer to Z-PG oxygen numbers in Scheme 1
bΔND3 affinity = ND3 affinity (Mutant) – ND3 affinity ([Z-PG + H]+)
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metal-complexed Z-PG and (Z-GP) species, presumably
because of the unavailability of the functional groups
necessary for host–guest interaction.

Formation of gas-phase reagent adducts with proton-
ated Z-PG (and Z-GP) involved interactions between the
guest neutral reagent and three carbonyl functional
groups of the host dipeptide ions. Presented data suggest
that previously reported ND3 adducts of linear and cyclic
peptide fragment ions [26, 31] may include a common
host–guest interaction mechanism. In other words, ND3

adduct formation can involve carbonyl groups of host
cyclic [26] or linear [31] peptide ions. Examination of
the host–guest chemistry in a solvent-free environment is
important and may provide crucial details on functional
groups governing solution-phase noncovalent interactions
[2].

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive
study to examine gas-phase HDX reagent adduct formation by
combining experimental (i.e., MS, IM-MS, and IM-MS/MS)
and theoretical (i.e., molecular modeling and ND3 affinity
calculation) approaches.

Results presented here point to the importance of
considering all competing gas-phase reaction channels
during HDX of peptides (i.e., reagent adduct formation).
Although the formation of gas-phase reagent adducts can
complicate the interpretation of “normal” HDX uptake
and reaction kinetics, it may also reveal important struc-
tural information such as orientation of peptides’ back-
bone carbonyl groups.
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